
Writing Across the 
Curriculum: 

Science Focus

(WACS)



Introduction
•USOE Literacy 
Framework

•Marzano’s Nine



WACS
•DECLARATIVE: tell 
what & why.

•PROCEDURAL: model & 
talk about when & how.



A. PATTERNS & 
STRUCTURE (CRISS)
• Provides a format for unlocking 

expository text.

• Allows students to make “word 
pictures”.

• Science text “flows & makes sense”.



1. CHAPTER 
MAPPING (CRISS)

• Great pre-teaching activity.

• Allows students to “preview” 
material.

• Provides framework for 
peer-learning.



CHAPTER MAPPING ACTIVITY



1. POWER NOTES 
(CRISS)

• Helps differentiate main 
ideas and details (Miller, 
1985; Sparks, 1982).

• Similar to chapter outlining.



POWER 
NOTES 

LAYOUT

Power 1: Main idea
Power 2: Detail or support 

for power 1
Power 3: Detail or 

support for 
power 



Power 1: Animals
Power 2: Dog

Power 3: Collie
Power 3: German 

Shepherd
Power 2: Cat

Power 3: Siamese
Power 3: Calico

POWER NOTES SAMPLE



Write two power structures such as the 
following on 

1 1
2 2

3 3
3 3

2 2
3 3
3 3

2 2
3 3

POWER NOTES ACTIVITY 



B. ACTIVE LEARNING

• We have to “front load” 
(Pearson & Fielding, 1991).

• Elicit background knowledge.

• Make students aware of its 
power for learning.



1. CONCEPT MAPPING

• Provides an effective 
structure for organizing 
information. 

• Helps narrow topics to 
specific areas.



SAMPLE 
CONCEPT MAPPING



Pair & Share: create a 
Concept Map using a 
word/phrase of your 
choosing.

CONCEPT MAPPING 
ACTIVITY



2. POWER MAPPING

Differentiate 
levels of 

detail with 
geometric 
shapes or 

colors.



3. SEQUENCE MAPPING
• Students decide upon the main 

events and place them in correct 
order.

• Pictures, words, or a combination 
of pictures and words can be 
used.

• Makes an excellent cooperative   

team project.



SEQUENCE MAP



SEQUENCE MAP ACTIVITY

•Form a cooperate 
group of 3 to 5.
Chose an event.
Outline the 
sequence using 
the blank map 
shown here.



3. COMPARISON 
MAPPING

• Venn diagrams is a great 
example. 

• An effective procedure 
untangling similarities and 
differences.



VENN DIAGRAM WITH 
A TWIST!



C. SUMMARIZING
• Research indicates that helping 

students learn how to summarize 
has a positive effect on 
comprehension and recall (Pearson 
& Fielding, 1991). 

• Effects only hold if students have 
explicit instruction on how to   

summarize. 



• Taylor (1984) studied the 
behavior patterns of 
successful and 
unsuccessful summarizers. 

• Those who wrote poor 
summaries tended to read 
over the assignment quickly    

and begin writing. 





GREAT FOR CHECKING 
FOR UNDERSTANDING!



SUMMARIZING ACTIVITY

PRACTICE SUMMARIZING 
USING THESE 

SENTENCE FRAMES.



D. ORGANIZING “4” 
LEARNING (CRISS)

• AKA “Two-Column Notes”

• Take a variety of forms 
depending upon the 

–subject area, 

–instructional goals

–nature of the text. 



These include 

(1) main idea-detail notes,

(2) opinion-proof, 

(3) hypothesis-proof 

(4) problem-solution, 

(5) process notes. 



Use the notes for self-
testing and for reviewing

• Show students how to cover 
the right-hand column with a 
sheet of paper. 

• Model how you self-test by 
using the questions and key     

words on the left. 



1.Main Idea-Detail 
Notes Sample



2. Opinion-Proof 
Notes

• Students learn how to develop 
and support arguments with 
evidence (Santa, Dailey, 
Nelson, 1985). 

• Stresses critical thinking   
skills with both expository 

and narrative text.



•Students support 
evidence in their 
reading. 

•Use their notes to 
develop persuasive         

writing.



Opinion-proof 
Notes Sample



Opinion-Proof Notes 
Activity

• Form a cooperate group of 3 to 5.

• Chose an topic.

• State your position “pro” or “con”

• Develop an “Opinion-Proof” Note   
(one per group/use blank 

handout).



3.Hypothesis-Proof
Notes

• Help students begin to think like 
a researcher. 

• Integral to teaching the 
research process is analyzing 
written materials according to 
theories and evidence 

(Harrison, 1991).



Sample Hypothesis-Proof 
Notes



Pair & Share: 
Create 
Hypothesis-proof 
Notes using a topic  
of your choosing.

Hypothesis-Proof Notes 
Activity



4.  Problem-
Solution Notes

• The problem-solution format is 
organized so that students list 
four questions in the left-hand 
column.

• Answers to those questions are    

recorded on the right portion    

of the page. 



• (1) What is the problem 
or issue? 

• (2) What are the effects of 
the problem? 

• (3) What are the causes of 
the problem? 

• (4) What are the solutions 
to the problem? 



Problem-Solution Notes 
Sample



Problem-Solution Notes 
Activity

Pair & 
Share: 
Create 
Problem-
Solution 
Notes using 
a topic  of 
your 
choosing.



5. Process Notes 
• Help students work through 

the steps in problem solving 
in mathematics and in 
conducting scientific 
experiments. 



Sample Process 
Notes 





• Armbruster, Anderson and 
Meyer (1991) conducted a series 
of investigations with middle 
school children which 
demonstrate the positive effects 
of framing on comprehension and   

retention of science and   

social studies materials. 

E. CONTENT FRAMES 
(CRISS)



•Frames work well in 
situations where you 
want students to 
understand the 
inter-relationships 

of ideas. 



SAMPLE CONTENT FRAMES









• Pre-writing tools which guide the 
development of well- formed 
paragraphs.

• Skeleton formats containing 
information about the main idea and 
transition words.

• Guide the organization and the 

development of supportive details. 

F. CONTENT AREA 
FORMAL WRITING (CRISS)



• Pre-writing tools which guide the 
development of well- formed 
paragraphs.

• Skeleton formats containing 
information about the main idea and 
transition words.

• Guide the organization and the 

development of supportive  

details. 

1. FRAMED PARAGRAPHS



• Weather in Montana is erratic. First. . . 
Second . . .Then. . . It is hard to believe…

Weather in Montana is erratic. First, it 
doesn’t get cold until December. Second,
there isn’t any snow for Christmas. 
Throughout January it changes from warm 
to cold, and in February it snows some 
more. Then, in March, it is sixty degrees 
until the last days when it snows. It is 

hard to believe that weather can 
be so different.

FRAMED PARAGRAPH SAMPLE



• Provides a system for organizing 
information through the use of an 
introductory paragraph containing 
a definite thesis, supporting 
paragraphs, and a concluding 
paragraph. 

• Basically several paragraphs       

combined into a longer paper.

2. SPOOL PAPERS



The spool 
system is a 
standard 
method of 
organization 
for 
expository 
text.





• System for making sure that 
students understand 

•their role as a writer, 

•their audience, 

•the format of their work, 

•the expected content/topic. 

3. RAFT



RAFT incorporates 
strong verbs for 
focusing and energizing
the piece. These key 
ingredients are 
included in every 
writing assignment:



• R: Role of writer: who are 
you? 

• A: Audience: to whom is 
this written? 

• F: Format: what form will it 
take? 

• T: Topic + strong verb.



SAMPLE RAFT

Student example:
• R: blood cell
• A: the human body
• F: travelogue
• T: + strong verb: Explain the function 

of blood cells as they travel through 
the human body.



• HOW CAN WRITING 
HELP STUDENTS 
BECOME BETTER 
TEST TAKERS?

G. ASSESSMENT



1. It teaches planning and student 

self-evaluation.

2.  Planning helps to make testing a 
learning experience.

3. Self-evaluation helps students to 
self-reflect.

4. Students become familiar with 
targeted criteria.



Student 
Reflection/Evaluation 

Checklist

Great tool for students 
to use alone or in 

cooperative groups!



All strategies discussed are 
from:
Carol M. Santa, PhD, Lynn T. Havens, Evelyn M. Maycumber. (1996).
Project CRISS (2ndEd). IOWA: Kendall/Hunt

Marilyn L. Bowe is CRISS certified as of 1996 and is permitted to 
present CRISS content.




